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merized ground state for arbitrary values of M
and X (except M =0). The underlying reason is
that the phonon fluctuations induce an effective
electron-electron interaction of such a type that
a CDW ground state is always produced. (That
interaction is ineffective in the case n = 1 for
small coupling because of the Pauli excl.usion
This is accompanied by pairing of the
principle
spin-up and spin-down electrons. However, this
conclusion is by no means inescapable. Preliminary numerical studies' show that other forms
of the electron-phonon coupling (which induce
longer-range attraction) give a ground state with
superconducting correlations. This has also
been suggested from calculations based on perturbation theory. ' The MC method used in this
paper offers the possibility of numerically studyelectron-phonon
ing comp1. icated one-dimensional
models (the inclusion of electron-electron interaction is straightforward) and thus investigating
the rich variety of ground-state phases for such
systems, without restriction to a perturbative
regime.
One of us (J.H. ) is indebted to D. Scalapino for
raising his interest in this problem and for numerous stimu1. ating discussions. We acknowledge
helpful conversations with S. Kivelson, W. P. Su,

R. Sugar, N. Andrei, S. Shenker, K. Maki,
M. Stone, and particularly J. R. Schrieffer. One
of us (E.F.) thanks the Institute for Theoretical
Physics for its kind hospitality during the summer
of 1981. This work was supported by the National
Science Foundation under Grants No. PHY7727084 and No. DMR81-17182.
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The Hall conductance of a two-dimensional electron gas has been studied in a uniform
magnetic field and a periodic substrate potential U. The Kubo formula is written in a
form that makes apparent the quantization when the Fermi energy lies in a gap. Explicit
expressions have been obtained for the Hall conductance for both large and small U/S~
PACS numbers:
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The experimental discovery by von Klitzing,
Dorda, and Pepper' of the quantization of the Hall
conductance of a two-dimensional electron gas in
a strong magnetic field has led to a number of
theoretical studies of the problem. ' ' lt has been
concluded that a noninteracting electron gas has
a Hall conductance which is a multiple of e'/h if
the Fermi energy lies in a gap between Landau
levels, or even if there are tails of localized
states from the adjacent Landau levels at the Fermi energy. However, it can be concluded from

Laughlin's' argument that the Hall conductance is
quantized whenever the Fermi energy lies in an
energy gap, even if the gap lies within a Landau
level. For example, it is known that if the electrons are subject to a weak sinusoidal perturbation as well as to the uniform magnetic field, with
p=p/q magnetic-flux quanta per unit cell of the
perturbing potential, each Landau level is split
into P subbands of equal weight. ' One might expect each of these subbands to give a Hall conductance equal to e'/ph, and that is what the clas-
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sical theory of the Hall current suggests, but aeeording to Laughlin each subband must carry an
integer multiple of the Hall current carried by
the entire Landau level. This result appears even
more paradoxical when it is realized that p, the
number of subbands, can become arbitrarily large
by an arbitrarily small change of the f1ux density.
This paper contains a calculation of the Hall conductance for such a system, both in the limit of
a weak periodic potential and in the tight-bindinglimit of a strong periodic potential. We have derived explicit expressions for the Hall currents
carried by the various subbands, and show how

LETTERS
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the paradox is resolved.
We consider electrons in a potential U(x, y)
which is periodic inx, y with periods a, b, and in
a uniform magnetic induction & perpendicular to
the plane of the electrons. The band structure of
such a system depends critically on p =abeB/k,
which is the number of flux quanta per unit cell.
We take p to be a rational number p/q; the behavior for irrational values of p can be deduced
by taking an appropriate limit. We use the Landau
gauge in which the vector potential has components (0, eBx). In this gauge the eigenfunctions of
the Schrodinger equation can be chosen to satisfy
the generalized Bloch condition

g, , »(x + qa, y)exp(- 2~ipy/b —ik, qa) =g,,„,(x,y + b)exp(- ik, b) =(&„,(x,y ),
(I)
'
where k, (modulo 2&/aq) and k, (modulo 2ii/b) are good tluantum numbers.
We ean now define functions
ii», =g» exp(-ik, x -ik, y) which satisfy the generalized periodic boundary conditions

a, , (x+qa, y)e """'=&0»(xiy +
and

are eigenfunctions
H(k

k )=

—ih
2ppg

) =&k, »&iy) i

(2)

of a Hamiltonian

—+8k,
g~

~

+

1

. 8 +hk
—i@
gy

2yyz

-eBx—+ U'Q y).
2

of the velocity operator are then given by @ ' times the partial derivatives of H with
respect to 4„&2.
There are two quite different approaches to the problem of calculating the Hall conductance o H.
Laughlin' and Halperin' have studied the effects produced by changes in the vector potential on the
states at the edges of a finite system. By this technique the quantization of the conductance is made
explicit, but it is not obvious that the result is insensitive to boundary conditions. An alternative approach is to use the Kubo formula for a bulk two-dimensional conductor. In previous work using this
method' ' it has not been made obvious that an integer value for the conductance must be obtained.
Because of the relation between the velocity operator and the derivatives of H, the Kubo formula can
be written as

The components

ie'
+H

~ ~ (BH/ski)
B)F
&~&EF
&g

8(BH/sk, )8 —(BH/Bk, )„q(BH/Bk, )~„
(~n —~S)2

where A, is the area of the system and &, & ~ are
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian.
This can be related to the partial derivatives of the wave funetions u, and gives

ie

2

2

Bg+ Ba

Ba+

std

where the sum is over the occupied electron subbands and the integrations are over the unit cells
in ~ and 4 space. The integral over the k-space
unit cell has been converted to an integral around
the unit ce11 by Stokes's theorem. For nonoverlapping subbands g is a single-valued analytic
function everywhere in the unit cell, which ean
406

only change by an x-independent phase factor 0
when 0, is eh anged by 2~/aq or k, by 2~/b. The
integrand re duces to &8/Bk, The integral is 2i
times the change in phase around the unit cell and
must be an integer multiple of 4~i.
The problem of evaluating this quantum number
remains. We have considered the potential

.

U(x, y) =U, cos( &2x/a)+U, e s(o2vy/b),
both in the limit of a weak periodic potential (I&l
and in the tight-binding limit of a strong
periodic potential. In the weak-potential limit
the wave function can be written as a superposition of the nearly degenerate Landau functions in

«Ii~, )
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the same Landau level N:
u&,

5

,, = n=21 d.

Xz

I2k2
x — * -/qa —mqa
eB
p

nqa
exp —ik, (~ —tq~-

+

.

2&2y

(/p+n)

f7

where )(s is the appropriate oscillator wave function. Since the term U, cos(2&x/a) is diagonal in the
Landau functions and U, eos(2wy/b) changes the value of n by unity, the amplitudes d„satisfy the secular equation of the form
V exp(-iqak,

/p)d„, +2V' eos(qbk, /p+ 2mnq/p)d„+

to U, and U„' and with
This
known
is
as Harper's equation. '
d„,~ =d„.
Its spectrum has been studied in detail by Hofstadter" for the iostropic case V =V'. We have made
considerable use of his results.

V exp(i qak/p)

d„„-Ed„,

(8)

with V and V' proportional

Numerical solution of the eigenvalue problem
(8) and direct substitution in Eqs. (7) and (5) are
possible but laborious. We have done this for a
number of cases. The results obtained in this
way are entirely concordant with the general results we have obtained by examining the limit V
«V'. The quantum number of a subband cannot
change unless the gaps close up; we believe that
none of the gaps closes when V/V' is varied, but
we have no proof of this. For small V/V' only
one component d„ is appreciably different from
zero, except for q&k, close to a multiple of &,
where there is a changeover ip the dominant component. These values of k, are the locations of
the energy gaps which have opened for small V/
V'. In the interval 0 ~k, &2&/b, the rth gap repeats itself q times, at values of qbk, equal to an
odd (even) multiple of m, if p —r is odd (even).
Here the rth and (r + 1)th band change their dominant component d„according to n„- n„+ s„, n„„
-n„+, —s„. The value of s„ is independent of 4,
and determined by the Diophantine equation

r =s„q +t„p

rrH

—
—(e'/k)

(t„+ N —1),

with t„ the solution of Eq. (9). This has an unambiguous solution, expect for the case of p even,
r = &p, where there is no gap.
For q=1 this gives 1 =0 in the first half of the
Landau level and t =1 in the second half, so that
only the central subband of each Landau level
carries the Hall current. For q =2, the values of
t are alternately 1 and 0, so that alternate subbands carry + 1 times the Hall current of the Landau level. In general each subband carries one of
two possible Hall currents which differ from one
another by q units. For example, in the ease q/p
the first 11 values of t are —3, 5, 2, —1,
—4, 4, 1, —2, 6, 3, 0, so that the Hall current
is proportional to —3 or 8 in each subband.
Figure 1 gives an intuitive explanation of the re-

=~,

sults. The abscissa represents the variable k„
or equivalently the position of the center coordinate of the state in the x direction, while the ordinate gives the energy as a function of this variable. Application of an electric field in they direc-

(9)

q

where! s! - p/2. The rth gap is of order (V/
V'))'"~. Each time, the wave function of band r
picks up a phase from the off-diagonal terms in
Eg. (8): q times qak, s„/p and q times —qak, s„,/
P. The total phase change in d„ is

X

(o)

d„(k„k,) =d„(k, +2~/aq, k, )
=d„(k, , k, + 2n/b)exp[-i'9~(k,
8~(k, ) =qak, (t„, —t„) +qak, /p.
The term qak, /p in 9,
change which is already
represents the classical
Hall current carried by

cancels against
explicit in Eq.
Hall current.
the rth band is

)]

(10a)
(10b)

the phase

(7). It
The total
quantized

according to o H =(e'/k)(t„—t„,). If the Fermi surface is located in the &th gap of the Nth Landau

(b)
FIG. 1. Motion of electrons in the ~ direction under
the influence of an electric field in the y direction for
V«V', for the two cases (a) @=5 and (b) q =$.
407
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FIG. 2, Hall current as a function of Fermi energy
for a weak isotropic substrate. Truncating the continued-fraction expansion of 2W5-a, we obtained q/p = 5,
. . . . Within the energy bands, the Hall current
8,
was not calculated; the interpolation merely serves as
a guide to the eye.

~,

tion gives a steady change of k„and therefore a
steady motion of a representative point along the
E(k,) curve, until the energy gets very close to
the energy of a state whose k, value differs by a
multiple of 2n/b. Then the two states exchange
places rather than crossing in energy. Figure
1(a) shows the case p =5, q =1. Four of the orbits
are closed and give no motion in the x direction,
while a Hall current of +1 is given by the middle
orbit. Figure 1(b) shows P =5, q =3, where three
orbits give a negative Hall current equal to —1,
and the other two give a positive current +2.
In the opposite limit of a strong potential U the
same Eq. (8) can be obtained, where V and V' are
the tight-binding matrix elements that take an
electron from a site to its neighbors in the x and
y directions, and p is replaced by 1/y, so that
The result is that
p and q are interchanged.
the Hall conductance oH is equal to te'/h. Again,
t is given by Eq. (9), but now s is unconstrained
and t must lie between —~q and +~@. In the case
-4,
P/q =~7, the values of t are —8, 5, 2,
4, 1, —2, —5, 3, 0, which are the same as the
weak-potential limit gives except for tPe ninth

'"

-1,

408

gap, where + 6 has been replaced by —5. This
pattern is easy to understand, as P subbands constitute one Landau level, so we get a Hall current
t if we count up tp (modulo q) levels from the botif we count down tP (motom of the band, and
dulo q) levels from the top of the band.
It is generally true that the larger the integer
part of tp/q, the smaller will be the corresponding energy gap. The complexity of the structure
is associated with the smaller energy gaps as
illustrated in Fig. 2; for these smaller energy
gaps, the electric field has to be very small for
linear response theory to be valid. Stronger
fields will cause tunneling across the gap. It is
this restriction, and corresponding restrictions
on disorder and deviations from the simple sinusoidal potential, that resolves the paradox of the
sensitivity of the Hall conductance to the precise
value of y. In fact, as Hofstadter" and Wannier"
have shown, each energy gap persists over a continuous range of y. The Hall conductance is constant in a particular energy gap, even for irrational values of cp.
Streda" has recently obtained a result for the
Hall conductance that is in agreement with our

-t

~ ~
~ ~

~ ~

~ ~
~ 4
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results.
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